From: Jim <jim@wilshireworks.com>
Date: Sunday, December 10, 2017, 5:43:33 PM
To: <ConsumerRelations@oeb.ca>
Subject: EB-2017-0306 ORAL VS. WRITTEN HEARINGS [CSE: VGuHXK, TKT: CjcoIi]
If this OEB email address is incorrect please re-direct and cc me.
Dear members of the OEB;
Enbridge Gas and Union Gas have asked for a written hearing. The OEB indicated it is
considering their request. Your committee has offered interested Ontarioians an opportunity to
state in writing which method they feel is appropriate and why. Oddly your notice did not
present why Enbridge Gas and Union Gas have asked for a written hearing. I would very much
like to know their reasoning.
As Enbridge Gas and Union Gas, from my understanding, both represent the largest of the
handful of natural gas distributors in Ontario. Their asking for a merger is tantamount to
securing an approval to establish a monopolistic position in supplying gas to Ontario
customers. I will investigate why these two companies think that their establishing a mega
distribution company will not in essence become a de facto monopoly with too much political
sway influencing future pricing agreements to the detriment of most residents and businesses.
Ontario consumers are already suffering with paying one of the highest hydro rates in North
America. Many Ontario families and businesses are not equipped to absorb potential future price
shocks for their natural gas.
As this is a very important decision I think that any hearing in this matter should be both with
oral presentations and in publicly available written submissions to gain a wide and balanced
understanding of all considerations in this matter.
Respectfully,
Jim McEachran

-Jim McEachran, President and Founder of Wilshire Works Solutions
1-705-706-0227
jim@wilshireworks.com
Made in Canada engineered Sanipull® retrofit cleanable ribbon pulls designed for easy
attachment onto over bed lights and nurse call fixtures improves infection control, enhances
safety and protects switches from over force pull damage.

Did you know that 35 out of 36 Greater Toronto Area hospitals have implemented Sanipull® on
their over bed light fixtures and/or nurse call pull stations?
We are planning to exhibit Sanipull at the following 2017 conference trade shows.
 NZIHE, Dunedin, NZ, November 9 - 10

Wilshire Works Solutions, a trusted manufacturer and distributor of innovative, niche non
chemical infection control products for healthcare facilities worldwide since 2005
1 800 SANIPUL (726-4785)
www.Sanipull.com
A proud member of IPAC Canada, OLTCA, OANHSS, ASHE, CHES and CME

